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Welcome
Dear Sir or Madam,
Allplan 2017 is the perfect tool for working together.
This one-of-a-kind software stands out due to precision,
speed and reliability for planning. But that's not all.
Allplan 2017 supports BIM, being embedded in an open
system of solutions for cost management, facility
management and model coordination using bim+.
With Allplan 2017 we set new standards for
interdisciplinary collaboration in the construction
industry. Allplan 2017 enables you to coordinate every
detail of your project using the bim+ collaboration
platform - even if your planning partners work with a
different software program. Allplan 2017 comes with a
lot of new features ranging from central task
management to new options for modeling, layout
generation and automation to a wide range of improved
details, making Allplan 2017 as reliable and user-friendly
as never before.
We wish you every success!
Allplan GmbH
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Cooperation
Allplan 2017 sets new standards for collaboration with
planning partners in BIM projects.
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BIM task management - now directly in
Allplan
When you handle projects in a BIM-compliant manner, you need to
make sure that all project members always know exactly what to do.
The process of creating, retrieving and editing tasks reflects the
cyclic BIM workflow of exchanging data, changing and detailing
specialist models and updating the coordination model. This process
stays the same throughout every project, accompanying all those
involved.
Therefore, you and your planning partners require tools that make
task management easy and comfortable. For this purpose, we
integrated the bim+ task board as a palette in Allplan.
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The task board in Allplan is directly connected with the open BIM
platform bim+. Using bim+, you can combine, view, analyze and
share model data from Allplan and other OpenBIM solutions. Using
visual checks or collision checks, the BIM coordinator can detect
unclear situations or planning errors immediately and assign a
project member to each problem. As bim+ and Allplan interact, you
can immediately find new tasks in the task board in Allplan. In
addition, you can not only link tasks visually with the objects in
question but also attach files or web links to tasks, thus preventing
long-winded descriptions, time-consuming searches and
misunderstandings. The objects in question are highlighted in the
planning model.
After having completed a task, you can set its status to solved
directly in Allplan and upload the changed model data to bim+. The
BIM coordinator can immediately see what has changed and all other
project members have immediate access to the new planning status.
Planners who do not work with Allplan get their tasks in a BCF file
by email.
Thanks to bim+ and the Allplan task board, interdisciplinary teams
can thus communicate in real-time. By linking tasks with objects, all
those involved in a project can exchange information quickly and
easily, speeding up everything. All project members see at a glance
which tasks are still open. In addition, all problems and their
solutions are documented clearly, which increases transparency even
more.
Note: You can find more information about bim+, the web service
offered by Allplan GmbH, on the bim+ web site
(https://www.bimplus.net/) and in the online user manual for bim+
(https://doc.bimplus.net/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=20251713).
To access the latter, you need to log in to bim+.
Note: You can find detailed information on handling projects in a
BIM-compliant manner in the Allplan BIM Compendium, which is
available in PDF format. To download the free Allplan BIM
Compendium, go to the Allplan web site
(http://www.allplan.com/links/bim-leitfaden) or, if you are a
registered user of Allplan Connect, to the Allplan Connect service
portal (https://connect.allplan.com) - Training - Documentation).
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The "Task Board" palette
Using the Task Board palette, you can see the bim+ tasks of the
currently loaded Allplan project directly in Allplan. In addition, you
can use this palette to create new tasks or open detailed information
on the tasks for editing in the Details palette. You can also import or
export tasks in BCF format or export the complete task list as an
Excel table straight from Allplan.

Go to the Tasks area and select a task in the task list to display the
view of the planning model saved for this task in the Preview area
of the palette and in the current viewport in Allplan.
If you have changed the view while editing the planning model, click
Set projection in the bottom left corner of the preview area. As
an alternative, just click the preview directly. Allplan immediately
displays the view of the planning model saved for this task in the
current viewport.
You can see spots in the preview. These spots are markers, visually
linking tasks and objects.
The Priority column of the task list indicates the priority rating of
each task. You can define this Priority rating in the Details palette,
where you can also find and edit all other information about a task.
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To open the Details palette, go to the task list and click in the right
column of a task or double-click the task itself.
Note: You can find more information in the help for Allplan; look
for the "Task Board" palette.

The "Details" palette of the "Task Board"
After you have clicked a task in the right column of the task list in
the Task Board palette or double-clicked the task, the Details palette
opens, displaying all details about this task.
The top part of the palette includes the tools for controlling the view
Set projection sets
of the building model in the current viewport:
the view of the building model saved for this task;
Save
projection saves the view set in the current viewport for this task.
If you want to set the focus on individual elements, you can
highlight these elements by displaying them in the selection color.
Select Elements, Clear Selection icon and
To do this, click the
click the relevant elements in the viewport. Finally, click the right
mouse button to confirm. When you look to the left of the icon, you
can see how many elements you have marked so far.

Below you can find various details such as the name and consecutive
number of the task, the person who created the task and the date it
was created. In addition, you can find the date the task was modified
last. You can also attach a link to this task (

Create link), which

you can send by email. If you want, you can delete a task (
task):

Delete
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The palette provides more details about the task. For example, the
Responsible person is the person who is responsible for editing the
task and the persons behind the Email CC addresses automatically
get emails whenever somebody saves the task.
The setting for Priority rating controls the entry in the task list
column of the same name in the Task Board palette.

In addition, you can add comments to a task (
attach files (

Attachment) or web links (

Comment) or

Hyperlink) to a task.

Important!
After you have entered or changed details of a task, the program will
not save the data until you click the Save button!

Note: You can find more information in the help for Allplan; look
for the "Details" palette.
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Interfaces
Exporting and importing AutoCAD ACIS data
You can use the DWG interface in Allplan to export Allplan data to
AutoCAD ACIS and import these data to Allplan.
This interface exports Allplan Parasolid solids (also with curves) and
Allplan architectural elements. After import to AutoCAD, the
architectural elements are 3D volume solids; they are no longer
polyhedral meshes. You can edit the geometry of these volume solids
in AutoCAD. The advantages are as follows:
• The model is better,
as solids and architectural elements with openings are no longer
imported as surface models and no longer decomposed into
triangles.
• 2D layouts are better,
as solids and architectural elements with openings are no longer
imported as AutoCAD-specific solids, which automatically get
fills.
When you (re)import AutoCAD ACIS solids to Allplan, these solids
are available as Parasolid 3D solids in Allplan; they are no longer
decomposed into triangles. Arcs and curves remain unchanged;
solids are no longer polygonized.

Fig.: architectural elements re-imported to Allplan 2017 and to Allplan 2016
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Exporting MicroStation V8 data
We adapted the export tool to meet the new requirements imposed
by imperial units. These improvements apply only to the
MicroStation V8 [ ODA v4.01 ] setting:
• The General Settings tab automatically takes the setting for
length entries from the Options - Desktop environment page (or
the status bar). You cannot change the unit of length in this
dialog box.
• The Additional offset area also takes the unit of length from the
general settings, displaying this unit in the data entry box.
• The MicroStation V8 [ ODA v4.01 ]-specific tab also takes the
unit of length from the general settings.
• When setting the Subunit, you can only select from units that are
equal to or less than the Master unit.
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• To define Seed and RSC settings, use the
Advanced resource
administration. Allplan displays the currently selected Seed file
in the Definition files area.
• Open the Advanced resource administration dialog box and the
Resources tab to define color definition files, plot style definition
files, RSC files and Seed files using a single tab.

Exporting and importing Rhino data
You can use
Export Rhino Data and
Import Rhino Data to
export and import general 3D objects and 3D surfaces delimited by
curves. Curves remain unchanged during import and export; they are
no longer broken down into polygons.
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Exporting IFC 4 data
Allplan provides two tools for exporting data in IFC format: Export
IFC4 Data and
Export IFC Data. You can find these tools on the
File menu - Export.

IFC4 will be the next IFC standard. The Export IFC4 Data tool, which
exports data to the IFC4 format, is based on the latest technology.
You can also use this tool for future IFC formats.
User interface and handling of this tool are largely identical to
Export IFD Data. However, there are some differences in the
function scope.
Note: IFC 4 cannot be imported by all software programs. Therefore,
we recommend that you still use the IFC 2x3 format for data
exchange unless IFC 4 is explicitly requested in a project.
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Differences
Export IFC4 Data
File formats

Export IFC Data

IFC 4, IFC XML 4,
IFC 2X3, IFC XML 2x3

IFC 2X3, IFC XML 2x3

Fixed

Variable

Resizing factor

No

Yes

Additional offset

No

Yes

Certified CV2.0 data export

No

Yes

Do not transfer hidden layers

No

Yes

Structural Analysis View

No

Yes

Finish

No

Yes

2D elements

No

Yes

Reinforcement

No

Yes

FTW elements

No

Yes

DTM

No

Yes

Analysis of IFC ObjectType attribute

No

Yes

Calculation of BaseQuantities

No

Yes

Coordinates and length parameters area
Unit

Export options area

Elements to be transferred area

From Allplan
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IFC-compliant project templates
The IFC format (Industry Foundation Classes) is a popular standard
for exchanging project data with planning partners in the building
industry.
We adjusted the building structure of the project templates that come
with Allplan to IFC standards, making sure data exchange runs
smoothly in compliance with the BIM method. So you have
everything you need to communicate with project members who do
not work with Allplan.
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Allplan 2017 makes modeling and layout generation
most convenient and efficient.
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Consistent workflow for modeling
We optimized the workflow for most modeling tools:
• The workflow is now consistent and the dialog boxes are in line
with the other dialog boxes in <Product. This applies to the
following tools:
-

Loft

-

Sweep Path

-

Extrude Along Path

-

Fillet Edge

-

Chamfer Edge

-

Modify Edge Offset

-

Convert Elements - General 3D element to 3D solid, 3D
surface

• We removed the Apply button. Allplan immediately shows a
preview of the object with the current options. You can change
these options until you complete the object by pressing the ESC
key.
Undo to restore
If you are not satisfied with the result, click
the initial situation.

Extrude Along Path - new dialog box and old dialog box

• When you apply various tools, such as
Extrude Along Path or
Rotate, to complex geometries, Allplan automatically finds
and selects the best option for the geometry at hand, displaying
the finished model. Messages such as ... not successful are things
of the past.
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Loft
Using the
Loft tool, you can change the starting points of profiles
and thus model straight or twisted objects.

Note: For rectangles or polygons, the sequence in which you enter
the points is important. For circles, the starting point is always at 90
degrees; you enter the points counterclockwise. If the result produced
Loft is still distorted after you have changed the starting
by
point, change the sequence in which you enter the points of one of
the outlines. If you are still not satisfied with the result, try to mirror
Mirror without Copy tool before
one of the outlines using the
you use loft.
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Extrude along path
The
Extrude Along Path tool no longer requires the path to
touch the profile or to have a point in common with the profile. So
you can also create handrails or racks.

Extruding two circles along a centered spline
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Fillet edge, chamfer edge
The
Fillet Edge and
Chamfer Edge tools now provide the
Connecting edges option in addition to the All edges option.
If Connecting edges is active, Allplan also fillets or chamfers
tangentially connected edges of curved objects. This is not possible
with corners.
Here is the initial curved object:

If Connecting edges is not active, Allplan fillets or chamfers only the
curve you click:
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If Connecting edges is active, Allplan fillets or chamfers the curve
together with its tangential extension lines:

Modify edge offset
We improved the

Modify Edge Offset tool in various ways:

• You can now choose between
Curved deformation.

Linear deformation and
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• Linear shaping is available for general 3D elements delimited by
curves.
• Curved shaping is available for 3D elements and general 3D
elements.
• Now you can not only select a single edge but also edit curved
elements of different shape.
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Stretching entities and other general tools
A lot of tools you could apply only to 3D solids in earlier versions
now work with general 3D objects and 3D surfaces delimited by
curves.
This section gives you an overview of the most important new
features:
• In response to repeated requests from our customers, you can
Stretch Entities tool to general 3D objects
now apply the
delimited by curves.

Measure Volume, you can now measure the volume of
• Using
general 3D objects.
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• You can display division points on 3D splines and on edges of 3D
objects and 3D surfaces.

• You can use handles to edit 3D objects and 3D surfaces.
• You can use direct object modification to edit 3D splines.

• Calculating hidden line images or sections of NURBS objects
produces NURBS curves.
• You can export or import 3D objects and 3D surfaces delimited
by curves to Rhino.
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Any 3D objects as user-defined architectural
elements
In earlier versions, only polygonal 3D solids could become userdefined archit. elements. Now you can convert any 3D objects to
user-defined archit. elements. You can even use objects delimited by
curves or polygons. So architectural components with "real" curves
are available for the first time.
Thanks to these new features, you can display user-defined archit.
elements in plan and elevation (see "Plan view" on page 27) and
work with these views. In addition, user-defined archit. elements can
be labeled and analyzed in reports (see "Analyzing converted userdefined architectural elements" on page 35).
Earlier versions only converted polygonal elements without adapting
plan view.
During conversion Allplan retains any geometric attributes (for
example, hatching or fill color for surface elements) you have
already assigned to the 3D objects, using these attributes for
displaying the resulting user-defined archit. elements in plan. The
same applies to "empty" surface elements. Allplan retains them, too,
so that you can apply a hatching style, pattern or fill later.
Consequently, you do not need to do this before converting
elements.
Preparing for IFC export, Allplan automatically assigns the
IFCObjectType attribute to converted user-defined archit. elements.
You can then assign the appropriate type to the attribute before you
export IFC data. For example, a column gets the IFCColumn type or
a modeled wall gets the IFCWall type.
You should use user-defined archit. elements as discrete components
such as columns.
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User-defined architectural elements and converted user-defined
architectural elements
User-defined architectural elements you create using
UserDefined Archit. Element differ from user-defined architectural
Convert Elements
elements you create from any 3D objects using
- 3D to U-D elements. To make things easier for you, the following
sections refer to these elements as user-defined architectural
elements and converted user-defined architectural elements.

User-defined architectural elements
You have always been able to create user-defined archit. elements
using the
User-Defined Archit. Element tool in Allplan. These
architectural elements are polygonally bounded. You can attach
them to default planes and custom planes and give them
architectural attributes such as Material and Trade.
Opening in U-D Archit. Element, you can create openings
Using
in these elements.

Additional options for converted user-defined
architectural elements
In earlier versions, you could convert only polygonal-bounded 3D
solids to user-defined archit. elements. Those user-defined archit.
elements behaved like user-defined archit. elements created with
User-Defined Archit. Element; however, you could not attach
them to planes.
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Using
Convert Elements - 3D to U-D elements, you can convert
any 3D objects to user-defined archit. elements. You can even
convert general 3D objects delimited by curves.
You can display converted user-defined archit. elements in plan in
an architecture-specific way. You can even customize this plan view
to suit your needs and requirements. You can label converted userdefined archit. elements in the same way as conventional userdefined archit. elements. In addition, you can analyze converted
user-defined archit. elements in reports.
During conversion Allplan retains all geometric attributes and
architectural attributes of the 3D object.
To edit converted user-defined archit. elements, you can use the
following tools:
•

Stretch Entities

• Boolean functions such as
-

Union

-

Create Volume from Intersection

-

Subtract and Remove Solid

-

Subtract and Retain Solid

-

Remove Common Volume

To assign or edit architectural attributes, you can use
Archit. Properties.

Change

Unlike conventional user-defined archit. elements created with
User-Def. Archit. Element, converted user-defined archit.
elements cannot be edited with the following tools:
•

Opening in U-D Archit. Element

•

Define, Modify U-D Archit. Element

•

Define, Modify Opening in U-D Archit. Element

Converted user-defined archit. elements cannot be attached to
planes.
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The shortcut menu of all 3D objects now offers the 3D to U-D
elements tool.

Creating converted user-defined architectural elements
Do the following to create a converted user-defined archit. element:
• Start by modeling the required 3D object(s); you can use all the
options provided by the 3D Modeling module.
• Convert one or more 3D objects to user-defined architectural
elements.
To do this, use 3D to U-D elements. You can find this option on
Convert
the shortcut menu of the 3D object or in the
Elements tool as usual.
• Adjust the architecture-specific plan view using the settings in
the "User-def. archit. element" palette (on page 29).
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Plan view
When displaying a complex 3D object in plan, you can see a lot of
edges, lines, isolines and curved boundary lines. Apart from being
very confusing, this is not what architects expect. You could create
an associative section for each plan view; however, this would be
too time-consuming.
After you have converted a 3D object to a user-defined archit.
element, you have various criteria to control how the user-defined
archit. element looks in plan. You can then place this plan view
directly in a layout.
Double-click a converted user-defined archit. element to open the
User-def. archit. element palette. As an alternative, click Properties
on the shortcut menu.
Using this palette, you can define the position of the section Allplan
displays as an outline in plan view. If you want, you can assign
surface elements as usual (hatching, patterns, fills or area styles). The
section line can be displayed as a thick line. In addition, you can
define how visible and hidden edges above or below the section
surface look.

Fig.: user-defined archit. element in plan and isometric view; cut at a height of two meters
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"User-def. archit. element" palette
Using the User-def. archit. element palette, you define how objects
you converted to user-defined archit. elements look in plan.
To open the User-def. archit. element palette, double-click a
converted user-defined archit. element. As an alternative, right-click
the converted user-defined archit. element and select Properties on
the shortcut menu.

Element tab

Clipping path
Section height
Define the height at which Allplan is to "cut" the elements for plan
view.
You can see a preview of this plane in animation and isomeric view.
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Height from element
This option is active by default. By deactivating this option, you can
define the section height so that it is below or above the object. This
way, you can exclude parts of the element from being displayed in
the section.
For example:
• If an element is larger than the default planes, you can hide the
parts that are below and above the default planes.
• If you have a column with a foundation, corbels and a recess at
the top, you can hide the foundation and the recess by adjusting
the heights.
Bottom level
Define the height of the bottom level, that is to say, the part of the
element Allplan is to display as the bottom level.
Top level
Define the height of the top level, that is to say, the part of the
element Allplan is to display as the top level.

Section edges tab
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Display section edges
Display section edges with a thick line
You can display the section edges you defined in Clipping path with
special format properties or use the format properties of the element.
Pen, line, color
After having selected Display section edges with a thick line, you
can define the format properties of the section edges.
Display section surfaces
Display surface element in plan
You can display the section surfaces you defined in Clipping path
with a surface element in plan.
Hatching
Select the check box to use Hatching and select the hatching style
you want to use.
Pattern
Select the check box to use a Pattern and select the pattern you
want to use.
Fill
Select the check box to use a Fill and select the fill you want to use.
If Hatching or Pattern is also active, Allplan places the fill in the
background.
Bitmap area
Select the check box to use a Bitmap area and select the bitmap file
you want to use.
Style area
Select the check box to use a Style area and select the style area you
want to use.
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Visible edges tab

Below section
Display visible edges
Choose to display the visible edges below the section line in plan
view and define the format properties you want to use.
Pen, line, color
Define the format properties for the visible edges.
Hidden edges
Choose to display the hidden edges below the section line in plan
view and define the format properties you want to use.
Pen, line, color
Define the format properties for the hidden edges.
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Above section
Display visible edges
Choose to display the visible edges above the section line in plan
view and define the format properties you want to use.
Pen, line, color
Define the format properties for the visible edges.

Truncated cone inclined at some angle (column) as a user-defined archit. element:
A Visible edge below section
B Section edge at section height
C Section surface in plan view, with concrete hatching
D Hidden edge below section surface
E Visible edge above section surface
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Editing converted user-defined architectural elements
The properties and modification options that are actually available to
you depend on the tool you used to create a user-defined archit.
element. In general, the following rule applies: User-defined
User-Defined Archit.
architectural elements created with
Element behave like rooms, while converted user-defined
Convert Elements - 3D to Uarchitectural elements created with
D elements behave like 3D objects.

Editing the geometry of user-defined archit. elements
You can edit converted user-defined archit. elements using almost all
tools you can also apply to 3D objects.
• In addition, you can use the general edit tools such as Move,
Rotate, Copy and so on.
• You can even use the Stretch Entities tool to edit converted userdefined archit. elements.
• Boolean operations (for example, union) are also possible with
converted user-defined archit. elements. This makes converted
user-defined archit. elements the first Allplan architectural
elements you can edit directly using Boolean operations. You do
not need to convert these user-defined archit. elements to 3D
objects first.

Assigning architectural attributes to converted user-defined
archit. elements
• You can use
Change Archit. Properties to edit several
architectural elements (for example, walls, user-defined archit.
elements and converted user-defined archit. elements) in a single
step.
• You can use the tools in the Object Manager module to assign
any attributes to converted user-defined archit. elements.
• During conversion each converted user-defined archit. element
automatically gets the IFCObjectType attribute to which you can
then assign any IFC attribute.
• You can export converted user-defined archit. elements to 3D
formats such as CINEMA 4D or Rhino; however, the special plan
view is only possible in Allplan.
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• You can create rendered images of converted user-defined archit.
elements with textures, lights and shadows. To do this, you can
use CineRender or RT render.

Restrictions
You cannot use all edit tools to change converted user-defined
archit. elements:
• You cannot intersect two overlapping converted user-defined
archit. elements; this results in discrete objects which still have
their own volume. Similarly, you cannot make converted userdefined archit. elements intersect normal architectural
components. Use Boolean operations instead.
• The crosshairs snap to real edges and points, which is sufficient
for dimensioning. Allplan also detects the midpoint of an edge.
However, you cannot snap to virtual section edges or virtual
section surfaces.
• Dimensioning is associative. When you resize the component,
dimensioning will update automatically.

Analyzing converted user-defined architectural elements
You can analyze converted user-defined architectural elements in
various ways:
• You can find appropriate reports in the Unfinished structure
folder. Both the User-defined archit. elements.rdlc
report and the Quantities - overview.rdlc report
analyze user-defined architectural elements and converted userdefined architectural elements.
• You can also analyze attributes. If, for example, you assigned a
trade to a converted user-defined archit. element, you can find
this user-defined archit. element in the report of the trade
assigned.
• Like architectural components, user-defined archit. elements can
be labeled with material and quantity.
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Architecture
New parameters for SmartParts
Window SmartPart and Door SmartPart
The
Window SmartPart and
Door SmartPart tools (Basic:
Walls, Openings, Components module) offer some new parameters:
• Dropdown list: The dropdown list (below the preview on the
Elements tab) includes all elements of the SmartPart you are
modeling. Click an element to select this element and to display
its parameters in the palette. In addition, Allplan highlights the
selected element in the preview.
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• New subdivision type for 'Vertically split' and 'Horizontally
split':
x:y:z
This divides the window or door at the ratio of x:y:z. Enter the
number of fields. Allplan divides the total width or total height
into equal sections. By entering values, you can tell Allplan
where to create the fields.
You can also select this new subdivision type when creating
mullions, transoms and crosses. Here, too, you can change the
position of a mullion or transom by entering values or by using
handles.
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• Rabbet ledge: If you want to create a rabbet ledge for a casement
or a door leaf, you can now choose between a rabbet ledge on the
inside and on the outside.

• Opening ratio: You can now define different 2D and 3D settings
for the opening ratio of casements and door leaves in window
SmartParts and door SmartParts.
By selecting the Opening ratio - All equal option, you can apply
the value set for Opened by % to all casements or door leafs
(provided the window SmartPart or door SmartPart has several
casements or door leaves respectively).
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• Glass cutout: You can now create a glass cutout in a leaf of a
door SmartPart or a window SmartPart. When you select the
round shape, you can also produce an oval cutout by entering
values for the width and height. You can place the glass cutout
anywhere in the door leaf by entering offset values.
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Window Sill SmartPart
When creating a separate SmartPart for a window sill ( Window
SmartPart tool - select Window sill in the list box at the top of
the palette), you can choose from three different cross-sections:
Profiled,
Inclined,
With edges
• For all three types, you can enter angles defining the lateral
edges. This allows you to accurately fit window sills of corner
windows.
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Shading SmartParts
Shading SmartParts (Basic: Walls, Openings, Components
module) also come with some new features:
•

Roller Shutter SmartPart: When creating a roller shutter
SmartPart, you can now define a distance between the roller
shutter box and the window reveal (1) and between the edge of
the box and the slats (5).
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Sliding Shutter SmartPart: You can add a profiled cover to a
sliding shutter SmartPart. Use the following parameters to define
this cover: Viewing height (10), Height of inclination (11) and
Height of wall profile (12).

New DIN 277-1:2016-01 integrated
The revised DIN 277-1 "Areas and volumes of buildings - Part 1:
Building construction" was published in January 2016. We
integrated the new names and terms into the reports and dialog
boxes of Allplan 2017.
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Views and sections
We completely reworked the tools for generating views
and sections. There is a new tool that updates layouts
automatically, making sure your layouts are always
up-to-date. All in all, you can create layouts even more
quickly and easily.
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Views and sections via the building structure
Creating views and sections via the building structure is now quicker
and easier. If you want to create a view or section, all you need to
do is select a single tool. You can find this tool on the shortcut
menu of the view or section.
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After having selected Generate View or Generate Section, you can
define the required settings for generating the view or section in a
palette.

Editing views and sections
To edit views and sections you created based on the building
structure, you can use the new
Modify View, Section tool
(Change area in the General: Roofs, Planes, Sections module).
After you have selected the view or section you want to modify, the
parameters you can find in the palette are the same as those for
generating the view or section.
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Updating views and sections automatically
When you create views and sections using the building structure
(shortcut menu of view or section; Generate View or Generate
Section) and when you modify views or sections using the
Modify View, Section tool (Change area in the General: Roofs,
Planes, Sections module), you can find the Update automatically
option in the palette that opens.

If this option is active, the view or section is associative. In other
words, the view or section updates automatically to reflect any
changes you make to the 3D model. You do not need to generate the
view or section again.
If you look at the view or section itself, you can see whether it was
created with the Update automatically option being active or not:
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A view or section that is associative - that is to say, it was created
with the Update automatically option being active - has a single
border. A view or section that not associative has a double border.
Double-click this single or double border with the left mouse button
to open the Modify View or Modify Section palette, which provides
the same parameters as the Generate View or Generate Section
palette.
If the view or section is not associative (Update automatically not
active), you can add changes as follows:
If you have modified a drawing file that is used as a source drawing
file, you can update the view or section using the Update calculation
Open on a Project-Specific Basis tool - shortcut
result tool (
menu of View n or Section n).
You can use the Lock update tool (also on the shortcut menu of
View n or Section n) to retain the view or section as it is. In other
words, you can no longer update the view or section.

Clipping path (architectural section)
When selecting the
Clipping Path tool (General: Roofs, Planes,
Sections module), you can now define the settings in palettes instead
of dialog boxes.
You can now choose between the basic and advanced input
method.
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• When you select the Basic input method, you define the section
type by clicking in the graphics area.

(A) Vertical section
(B) Horizontal section from above
(C) Horizontal section from below
(D) Show or hide section object

• When you select the Advanced input method, you can choose
between the normal section type and the custom section type for
creating sections with any viewing direction.
• The other parameters are the same for both input methods.

Modify clipping path
To modify sections created with
Clipping Path, you can use the
new
Modify Clipping Path tool (Change area in the General:
Roofs, Planes, Sections module).
After having selected the section line or section object, you can
modify a number of parameters in a palette. If the section line and
section object are visible, you can edit them using the general tools
for modifying the geometry, such as rotate, stretch entities and so
on).
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Engineering
Allplan 2017 increases productivity in engineering due
to automated workflows. Fewer modules and tools show
you a clear way. New country-specific features improve
international projects.
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Section along curve
The Section Along Curve palette - Filter area provides a new option
for defining the elements you want to display in the section. Click
the Layer button to open the Layer filter dialog box, where you can
select the layers you want to include in the section. You define the
layer visibility as you would when placing layout elements.
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Fewer tools
Earlier Allplan versions provided myriad tools for creating general
arrangement drawings and reinforcement drawings. This was an
advantage for long-term customers who could use familiar tools.
New customers, on the other hand, were rather confused about the
large number of tools. Therefore, Allplan 2017 comes with fewer
modules and tools.
Furthermore, the Engineering family no longer includes the Scia
Engineer modules.

Views and sections
Allplan 2017 now only provides the
Associative Views module
for creating views and sections in a three-dimensional general
arrangement drawing. This module creates the reinforcement directly
in the 3D floor plan and the associative views. You no longer need
to create a shell from the 3D floor plan.
Associative Views module, you can create
Using the tools in the
views and sections at any time during the reinforcement process.
These views and sections will update automatically to reflect any
changes you make to the reinforcement.
Shell module until now, the following
If you have used the
descriptions will help you switch to the
Associative Views
module. In addition, you can download the Steps to Success Associative Views guide from Allplan Connect, the service portal for
Allplan.
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Comparison of tools
The
Associative Views module replaces the
Shell module,
which is no longer available. In addition to its basic functionality,
the Associative Views module comes with improved and advanced
features. For example, you can create or modify dimensions later. In
addition, you can change the way views and sections look without
having to create them from scratch.
Use for Shell,

Convert to Shell

You do not need these tools when working with the Associative
Views module, because you can not only create reinforcement
directly in 3D elements but also generate views and sections without
having to convert the 3D elements first. Allplan retains all the
properties of the 3D elements. You can also modify the 3D elements
or associative views and sections without having to convert
anything.
Create View from View,

Section,

Any View,

Create View Perpendicular to Surface
The Associative Views module combines these four tools in just two
tools that cover all aspects: Using the input options of the
Create
View and
Create Section tools, you can define whether you want
to create a normal view, a view of an inclined plane or a free view.
Unlike the Shell module, the Associative Views module also allows
you to create sections where you use a free view or define the view
based on a plane.
When creating views and sections, you define the display type
(wireframe or hidden) and the settings for hidden line images and
dimension lines. Using the section parameters, you can define
settings for intersected component edges and the section object itself.
You can change these settings at any time. All you need to do is
select the
Modify View and Section Properties tool.
After you have placed the view or section, Allplan proposes an
appropriate label. The section identifier is automatically incremented
by 1 with each new section (if a section identifier is specified in the
Section dialog box).
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Note: When working with the Associative Views module, you must
select the elements of which you want to create views and sections.
If you want to create a view or section from an entire view, just
select the border as usual.
Convert View to Section,

Convert Section to View

You can convert views to sections and sections to views in the
Associative Views module in the same way as you could do this in
the Shell module. In addition, the Associative Views module allows
you to immediately create a label for the view or section converted.
Create View from Section
This tool is not available in the Associative Views module.
Label View
The Associative Views module also lets you label views and sections
later. However, you will not need this tool often, as you can always
create appropriate labels together with the views or sections you
create or convert.
View or Section Display
When creating views and sections in the Associative Views module,
you can define whether you want to display all elements, only the
formwork, the formwork with reinforcement or the formwork with
fixtures. You can change this setting at any time. All you need to do
Modify View and Section Properties tool. In
is select the
addition, you can use the
Add to View and
Remove from
View tools to control which elements are visible in views and
sections.
Copy View,
View

Move View,

Rotate View,

Delete

You do not need these tools when working with the Associative
Views module, because you can edit associative views and sections
intuitively. Allplan creates all associative views and sections with a
border that does not appear in printouts. To edit the view itself (not
the elements of the view!), select a tool on the Edit toolbar (for
example, move, rotate, delete, ...) and click the border of the view.
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Alternatively, open the shortcut menu of the view border and select
the edit tool you want to use.
However, you cannot use this approach to edit the section object.
When you select the section object without the border in a section
Copy and Mirror,
and the action you perform (for example,
Copy, ...) produces a new section object or deletes the existing
one, Allplan copies or deletes the section itself (not the section
object!).
Show Clipping Path,

Delete Clipping Path

You define how to display the clipping path and section object when
you create the section. You can change this at any time. All you
need to do is select the
Modify View and Section Properties
tool. You can use the
Show Clipping Path tool to display the
section object of a section with or without the clipping path in a
view, section or in 3D elements.
Hidden Line View,

Wireframe View

The Associative Views module does not provide these tools as
discrete tools. You define the display type when you create views
and sections. You can change this at any time. All you need to do is
Modify View and Section Properties tool. Allplan
select the
derives both the wireframe model and the hidden line image directly
from the 3D model. Consequently, no data will be lost when you
switch between these two display types.
Merge Views
You do not need this tool when working with the Associative Views
module, because you can use
Add to View to add more 3D
elements to views and sections at any time. Using the options for
Associative views, you can configure Allplan to automatically
include 3D components in views and sections.
In addition, you can combine elements into common views by
copying or moving elements between documents.
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Data conversion
When you import data or projects, Allplan 2017 automatically
converts elements created with the
Shell module. As a result, the
elements of the general arrangement views and reinforcement views
are 2D design entities, texts and dimension lines. The format
properties remain unchanged. Consequently, everything still looks
the same in documents and layouts.
So that you can create more views and sections and retain fully
automatic number off management, data conversion places the 3D
model of the shell entity and of the reinforcement in construction
line format in the relevant drawing file.

If you want to work with the converted general arrangement
drawing or reinforcement drawing, select
Modify Format
Properties and convert the 3D models from construction lines to 2D
entities. You can then create views and sections using the
Associative Views module.

Transparent shell in animation
When you work with associative views and sections, animation
shows the 3D elements instead of the shell entities, which were
Shell module.
displayed for views and sections created with the
Together with the
Shell module, we removed the following
Options: you can no longer find the Associative views - Views
and sections page and the settings for shell entities on the Desktop
environment - Animation page.
To find out how to display transparent 3D elements in animation,
consult the help for Allplan: Transparency in animation in the Basics
of the Associative Views module.
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Reinforcement methods
You can no longer create reinforcement with a 3D model in a twodimensional shell. If you have a complex component you do not
want to model in detail, you can still create a 3D reinforcement
model by generating an auxiliary 3D solid. For example, select the
Box tool and create a box that is parallel to the coordinate planes
and that has the dimensions of the component you want to reinforce.
Place this box in the viewport showing the component in plan. Then
open the Associative Views module and create at least one
associative view. Place this view so that this view and a view or
section of the 2D formwork are congruent.
You can find examples in the current Engineering Tutorial and in
the Steps to Success - Associative Views guide. You can download
these documents from Allplan Connect, the service portal for
Allplan.
You do not need to generate an auxiliary 3D solid when you use
FF Components to create reinforcement components with a 3D
model in a two-dimensional shell. In this case, you must enter a
value for Dimensions in placing direction in the Place in View
dialog box. Using the settings you defined, Allplan automatically
places the reinforcement elements in views.
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Entering and placing reinforcing bars
Allplan 2017 now only provides the
Bar Shape tool for entering
bar shapes. Using this tool, you can place the bending shape so that
it expands to adapt to the outline of formwork. This tool replaces the
Enter tool you could use to manually define the position
former
and shape of reinforcement.
Place tool is no longer available; use the
Place
The former
Bar Shape tool instead. We removed the
Place in Batch and
Place in Section placing modes. Allplan now provides a better
tool for these placing modes. The new
Special Placements tool
includes placing modes you do not use so often.

Place in Custom Polygon is only available when you work in
Reinforce with 3D model mode. If the Reinforce with 3D model
Place as
option is not active, you can place the bars as points (
points).
Due to the new
changes:

Special Placements tool, there are the following

• After you have converted design entities to bars or matched an
Convert, Match Elements tool, the
existing mark using the
Place Bar Shape tool opens automatically.
• You can no longer manually place reinforcement components
created with
FF Components.
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Extrude bars along path
The new
Extrude Bars Along Path tool (Bar Reinforcement
module) replaces not only the
Define Batch,
Place in Batch
and
Place in Section tools but also surpasses the functionality of
these former tools considerably. This reinforcement tool is the
Extrude Along Path tool in the 3D Modeling
counterpart of the
module.

Requirements for placing reinforcing bars
You can place reinforcing bars only if
• You have created an associative section from 3D solids or
architectural components.
Hide the visible edges so that you can only see the edges in the
clipping plane.
• You have created the bending shapes of transverse reinforcement
and defined longitudinal reinforcement using the Straight bar
Straight bar as a point option in this
bending shape and the
associative section.
• You have created the reinforcement in Reinforce with 3D model
mode, but you have not placed the reinforcement yet.
• The reinforcing bars you want to place together are in the same
drawing file.
• You have created a polygonal path of 3D elements if you want to
place the reinforcement across several 3D solids or architectural
components. As an alternative, you can use any component edge
for the path.
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General parameters for placing reinforcing bars
You can place transverse reinforcement and longitudinal
reinforcement, which you defined in a cross-section, together along
any path. By selecting the Profile rotation, you can define the
bending shapes of transverse reinforcement in various ways:
• With no rotation along the path in elevation and plan view
• Perpendicular to the path in elevation and plan view
• With no rotation in elevation; perpendicular to the path in plan
view
By entering a Maximum angle of joint, you can "break up" the
placement at the bends of the path, thus creating discrete placing
regions.
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Parameters for transverse reinforcement
Define the spacing for Transverse reinforcement. Allplan will apply
this spacing along the path. By defining a value for the Bar offset,
you create an offset between the bending shapes of transverse
reinforcement.
In addition, you can create two regions with different spacing at the
start and end of the placement. Define the length and spacing for
each region. Allplan places the first or last bending shape of
transverse reinforcement with the defined concrete cover in the first
or last region respectively. The first bending shape of the other
region follows at the offset specified for this region. Allplan places
transverse reinforcement in the remaining region so that the
reinforcement is centered.
To avoid excessive spacing in the areas where the regions meet,
Allplan creates an additional bending shape of transverse
reinforcement. This bending shape is outside the length you defined
for the region.
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Parameters for longitudinal reinforcement
Longitudinal reinforcement combines all bars with the same mark
number to form one group.
and
take you from group to
group. You can define the following settings for each group:
• You can enter the Overlap at start and end of the placement or
have Allplan calculate the overlap.
• You can choose to supply the building site with straight or bent
longitudinal bars. If you select straight bars although the building
site requires bent bars, the bars will be bent on site.
• You can enter any value for the Overlap length or have Allplan
calculate the overlap length. If the bars of longitudinal
reinforcement exceed the maximum bar length defined in the
Options, Allplan creates placements of maximum length. If this
results in different bar lengths for the group, Allplan creates a
polygonal placement.
and
to toggle between the bars of the current group.
• Use
You can define the starting length for each bar, thus creating
offset placements. If this results in different bar lengths for the
group, Allplan creates a polygonal placement.
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New features for associative sections
We changed some settings for the section object of associative
sections:
• The Display section object (as construction lines) option is now
active by default in the dialog box for defining section
parameters.
• When you remove all the elements from a section object, Allplan
no longer deletes the associative section. The section is still
available with an empty section object.
• When you remove all the elements from a section of which the
section object is not visible, Allplan automatically shows the
section object.
• Allplan retains the Hidden setting for a section with an empty
section object.
• You can create reinforcement directly in an empty section object.
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Localizing in engineering
We implemented various country-specific features, making it easier
for you to use Allplan Engineering in international projects.

Europe: line type for leader
You can define the line type for leaders using the
Options Reinforcement - Format page. The dashed line is now preset in
accordance with DIN EN ISO 3766. Keep this in mind if you want to
use Allplan 2017 to edit layouts you created with an earlier version.

In addition, you can define different format properties for full
schemas and partial schemas on the Reinforcement - Format page.
Here, too, you can now define the line type.

Note: If you have not selected line type 1 for the bending shape,
Allplan always uses a line to display the bending shape on screen.

France: new NF EN standard
We added the new NF EN standard for France. This standard includes
some special features that are not required by other countries. To set
Options on the Reinforcement page.
this standard, open the
• Hooks are not connected with a fixed bending pin diameter.
• Allplan uses the anchorage length for the hook length. This
applies to the following bending shapes: freeform, straight bar
with hook(s), straight bar with anchorage and L-shaped bar
with hook(s).
• You can define the bending pin factor for the freeform bending
shape.
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Brazil: schema
You can define the type of schema that is common practice in Brazil
using the
Options - Reinforcement - Label page. Specify whether
you want to add a prefix for the inside radius of bending pins to the
schema bar. In addition, you can define the text you want to use for
this prefix and select the minimum diameter for displaying this
prefix.
To actually see this prefix in the schema, check the setting for Bar
length, mesh length, making sure Calculate actual length is
switched off. In addition, check that the labeling of Segment lengths
is based on Outer dimensions. Allplan writes the actual bar length
on the outside for bending positions with bending pins. The lengths
of the segments starting from the bending positions result from the
outside dimensions minus half the bent bar length in the area of the
bending pin.
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Improved details and
requests
Allplan 2017 is more reliable as ever, including
numerous improvements and requests from our
customers.
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New Features across Modules
Data compression
When working with online projects and projects prepared for online
use, you can now compress the drawing files of these projects to
reduce the data volume to be transferred. Data compression reduces
the file size of these drawing files by up to 90 %, thus considerably
speeding up data transfer from and to the FTP server.
To do this, open the Project Settings and click Compress data.

icon indicates that the data of a project prepared for online
The
use are compressed.
In the case of hybrid projects (the server where the project is saved is
both the Workgroup server and the FTP server), Allplan asks whether
you want to compress all the drawing files of the project. When you
click No, Allplan compresses only edited or selected drawing files
after you have closed them. When you open the shortcut menu of a
project in the Project Selection dialog box, you can choose to
compress or decompress all drawing files. When you open the
shortcut menu of the building structure in the Open on a projectspecific basis dialog box, you can select individual drawing files you
want to compress or decompress (except drawing files that are closed
or open in reference mode).
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Tools with new names
Some tools come with new names.
Icon

New name

Old name

Mark Elements (Edit menu,
CTRL+F)

Find and Select Elements

Import Quantities Data

Import Allplan BCM and Quantities Data

Export Quantities Data

Export Allplan BCM and Quantities Data

Imperial units
To support international projects, Allplan now provides feet and
inches consistently in all modules.
As it is not usual to use a dot for a single decimal point when
defining fractions in inches or integers in feet and inches, the Use
dot in decimals as a control character option is no longer available
in the
Options on the Desktop environment page.
To define a value of 1/2'', enter the following:
• For length entries in inches: type 0.1.2 or .1.2
• For length entries in feet and inches: type 0.0.1.2 or ..1.2
When you enter a value with a single decimal point, Allplan always
takes the dot as the decimal separator.
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Filter for drawing files in all viewports
The viewport toolbar and View menu include a new tool:
Drawing File Selection.
You can use this tool to temporarily hide drawing files that are
currently visible in the active viewport. To do this, click the check
boxes of the drawing files you want to hide. Allplan immediately
removes the check marks from the boxes clicked. As soon as you
click OK to confirm the dialog box, the current viewport no longer
shows the drawing files you just switched off.
Drawing File Selection again, Allplan restores
When you click
the initial situation in the current viewport. As a result, you can see
all the drawing files that had been visible before you clicked this
tool.
This way, you can display the complete 3D model in an animation
window while hiding unnecessary drawing files in plan view.
Consequently, plan view displays only the floors you want to see. So
you can view the complete building in animation without too many
overlapping drawing files in plan view.

Viewport toolbar can stay visible all the time
The viewport toolbar is hidden by default. It appears as soon as you
move the cursor to the bottom of the viewport.
If you want, you can now show the viewport toolbar permanently.
To do this, select the Show Viewport toolbar option (View menu Toolbars).

Zoom all in all viewports
The View menu provides the new Zoom All in All Viewports tool.
Click this tool to set the display scale so that all the elements in the
visible drawing files are all visible in all viewports. As an alternative,
press SHIFT + F5.
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Hidden line image: defining parameters in a palette
When creating views and sections using the building structure, you
can now define all necessary settings in a palette. Therefore, we also
changed the way you define parameters for creating hidden line
images in target documents: here, too, you can now use a palette
instead of a dialog box. Allplan no longer asks you to select the
elements you want to include in the hidden line image. Instead, use
Element Selection on the viewport toolbar before you create the
hidden line image.
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PythonParts
Increasingly complex and geometrically sophisticated construction
projects demand more powerful and flexible tools which are still
easy to use. What's more, every country has its own standards,
calling for customizable tools.
PythonParts meet all these requirement; they are parametric objects
that are based on the Python scripting language. Allplan 2017
introduces the powerful Python API programming interface. Using
Python scripts, you can access Allplan features, thus adding new
functions and objects to Allplan. If you want, you can even include
reinforcement in these objects.
PythonParts have their own workflow and user interface with
property palettes and handles. You can change a finished PythonPart
with just a few clicks. Apart from creating parametric objects and
scripts, you can also automate repeating steps so that you do not
need to enter everything from scratch. This increases productivity,
prevents planning errors and supports the BIM approach.

Layout editor
Flexible reference point in layouts
The reference point for all layout elements used to be the bottom left
corner of the page. When you changed the page orientation or page
format, the program always placed the bottom left corner of the new
page in this corner. Consequently, as the reference point did not
change, all the layout elements did not change either, even though
the page size had changed.
Note: The layout border and title block are exceptions. If they are
connected with the page (that is to say, you defined them together
Set Up
with the other parameters of the layout sheet using the
Page tool), Allplan will resize or move the layout border and title
block together with the page.
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You can now choose to set the reference point to the bottom left or
right corner of the page. To do this, open the Options (Tools menu Options). Go to the Layouts page - General area and select the
Reference point you want to use.

Reference
point of page
Initial situation

Reference point
of page
at bottom left:

Reference point
of page
at bottom
right:

Page connected with layout border and Page not connected with layout border
title block
and title block
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Controlling the file size for PDF export
The print quality of a layout and the size of a PDF file depend on the
resolution of bitmaps (for example, fills, background images,
rendered images) embedded in the layout.
As you do not always require the highest quality for printing, you
can now choose from five levels, defining the resolution of bitmaps
for PDF export and thus the size of the resulting PDF file. Depending
on the level of quality selected, Allplan creates a small PDF file
(when set to minimum) or a large PDF file (when set to maximum).
Export PDF Data tool (Create menu - Layout), you
• For the
can define this setting in the Export PDF Data dialog box.
Print Layouts tool (Create menu - Layout), you can
• For the
define this setting in the PDF Export palette, which you can
access via the Print Layouts palette.
Print Preview tool (File menu), you can define this
• For the
setting in the PDF Export palette, too. To access this palette, click
the Export as PDF icon at the bottom of the Print Preview
palette.
The compression rate depends on the data, that is to say, the ratio
between bitmaps and vector graphics: the more bitmaps, the higher
the compression rate.
Note: The selected setting also applies when you output the entire
layout as a bitmap using the Export document as a bitmap option.
Here, too, the higher the quality of the bitmap, the greater the file
size and vice versa.
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Architecture
Options - rooms: representation of finish elements
The
Options - Rooms - Representation of finish elements
provide some new options you can use to control how finish
elements look in sections.
• Minimum total thickness:
Define the minimum thickness of all finish elements together so
that these elements are visible in sections.
• Minimum thickness per layer:
Define the minimum layer thickness of one finish element so that
this layer is visible as a single layer in sections.
• Representation of vertical finish elements:
Define whether you want to display vertical finish elements
(vertical surfaces) using a Symbolic thickness (5 mm) or the Real
thickness.
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To define how the section looks, use the Generate Section palette Format tab - Finish elements area.
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Engineering
Library for steel sections
We restructured and updated the Steel sections library. In addition,
we added missing sections to this library. You can now find 2D
profiles and 3D profiles in one place. The profiles now come with
additional attributes and consistent colors, styles areas, lines and
layers. For example, the profile name is included so that you can
label each profile quickly and easily.
This makes it easier for you to work with steel sections, as well as
speeding up the workflow.
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Customer involvement program
Allplan offers you the option to take part in a customer involvement
program. By participating in this program, you provide the
developers and product managers of Allplan with valuable
information, helping them improve Allplan.
Participation is optional and anonymous. If you decide to take part
in the customer involvement program, your computer will
automatically collect information about how you use Allplan and
send this information to Allplan. We analyze the data we receive,
using the information to create reports about various technical
topics.
The customer involvement program provides Allplan with the
following details:
• The number of hours you work with the product
• Information on hardware and software, such as operating system,
processor and memory installed
• Information on the product, such as version number
• Information on the tools, menus and icons you use
These details help Allplan find out ...
• Which operating system should be mainly used to test the
software.
• How customers use Allplan products.
• How many customers look for and use new features.
If you do not want to take part in the customer involvement
Options - Desktop environment page program, open the
General area and deactivate the Participate in customer
involvement program option.
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